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Abstract. One-shot NAS method has attracted much interest from the
research community due to its remarkable training efficiency and capac-
ity to discover high performance models. However, the search spaces of
previous one-shot based works usually relied on hand-craft design and
were short for flexibility on the network topology. In this work, we try
to enhance the one-shot NAS by exploring high-performing network ar-
chitectures in our large-scale Topology Augmented Search Space (i.e,
over 3.4× 1010 different topological structures). Specifically, the difficul-
ties for architecture searching in such a complex space has been elimi-
nated by the proposed stabilized share-parameter proxy, which employs
Stochastic Gradient Langevin Dynamics to enable fast shared parameter
sampling, so as to achieve stabilized measurement of architecture perfor-
mance even in search space with complex topological structures. The pro-
posed method, namely Stablized Topological Neural Architecture Search
(ST-NAS), achieves state-of-the-art performance under Multiply-Adds
(MAdds) constraint on ImageNet. Our lite model ST-NAS-A achieves
76.4% top-1 accuracy with only 326M MAdds. Our moderate model ST-
NAS-B achieves 77.9% top-1 accuracy just required 503M MAdds. Both
of our models offer superior performances in comparison to other con-
current works on one-shot NAS.

Keywords: Stablized One-shot NAS, Network Topology

1 Introduction

Significant progress made by convolution neural networks (CNN) in challenging
computer vision tasks has raised the demand to design powerful neural networks.
Instead of manually design, Neural architecture search (NAS) has demonstrated
great potentials in recent years. Early works of NAS by Real et al [29, 28] and
Elsken et al [11] achieved promising results but can only be applied to small
datasets due to their large computation expenses. To this end, one-shot based
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Fig. 1. An instance of our topology aug-
mented search space. It contains over
3.4 × 1010 different network topologies
which enables us to explore complex net-
work typologies. Solid line denotes the
chain-structured stem edges, and dotted
line represents branch edges which con-
nects feature maps with depth difference
2 or 3.
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Fig. 2. Two typical search spaces in
previous work. Fig. (a) shows a chain-
structured space while Fig. (b) shows
a cell-based search space.

methods have drawn much interest thanks to its promising training efficiency
and remarkable ability to discover high-performing models. One-shot method
usually utilizes a hyper-network, which subsumes all architectures in the search
space, and use shared weights to evaluate different architectures.

However, the search space of previous works (e.g, shown in Fig. 2) were usu-
ally carefully designed and did not enjoy too much flexibility on the network
topology. For example, as one of mostly applied search spaces in the one-shot
literature, the chain-structured search space[14] has sequentially connected in-
termediate feature maps, between which the edges are chosen from a set of
computation operations. Networks with better operations can be discovered on
this search space, but the network topology remains trivial. However, previous
works [10, 17] on network architecture design proved that complex topology will
tremendously enhance the performance of deep learning models. We argue that
complex topological structures added in search space will improve the perfor-
mance of the searched network architectures as shown in Table 1.

In this work, we are interested in exploring complex network typologies with
one-shot method. We propose a novel network architecture search space shown
in Fig. 1 which contains over 3.4 × 1010 different network topologies, enabling
the discovery of complex topology networks. The search space is obtained by
introducing numerous computation modules as edges between nodes. A topol-
ogy based architecture sampler is also introduced to sample architectures during
one-shot training stage from the hyper-network. However, the great diversity
introduced by topologies brings difficulties to the one-shot approach. Specifi-
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cally, we observe high variance of performance estimation through the one-shot
shared parameters in two cases: estimation through shared parameters at differ-
ent epochs of a single run and estimation through shared parameters obtain in
different runs. Zhang et al [43] explore the reason behind the variance of ranking
under weight sharing strategy. Thus the ranking ability of shared parameters is
compromised.

To eliminate the interference of complex topologies, we estimate the expecta-
tion of architecture performance in additional training epochs of hyper-network
via multiple samples of shared parameters. An fast weights sampling methods
based on Stochastic Gradient Langevin Dynamics is developed to sample shared
parameters efficiently.

The resulted Stabilized Topological Neural Architecture Search (ST-NAS)
achieves compatible performance with the state-of-the-art NAS method. The
resulted architecture ST-NAS-A obtains 76.4% top-1 accuracy with only 326M
MAdds. A larger architecture ST-NAS-B obtains 77.9% top-1 accuracy with
around 503M MAdds.

To summarize, our main contributions are as follows:

1. We introduce a topology augmented neural architecture search space that
enables the discovery of efficient architectures with complex topology.

2. To relieve the complex topology’s interference on model ranking, we modi-
fied model evaluation based on the expectation of the sharing parameters’
performance.

3. We empirically demonstrate improvements on ImageNet classification under
the same MAdds constraints compared with previous work, and show that
the searched architectures transfer well to COCO object detection.

2 Related Work

Recently, auto machine learning methods have received a lot of attention due to
its ability to design augmentation [9, 22], loss function [19] and network archi-
tectures [45, 28, 4, 44, 25, 14, 13, 21, 20].

Early neural architecture search (NAS) works normally involves reinforce-
ment learning [1, 45, 44, 46, 13, 36] or evolution algorithm [29, 26] to search for
high-performing network architectures. However, these methods are usually com-
putationally expensive which limits its uses in real scenarios.

Recent attentions have been focused on alleviating the computation cost via
weight sharing method. This method usually contains a single training process of
an over parameterized hyper-network which subsumes all candidate models, i.e,
weights of the same operators are shared across different sub-models. Notably,
Liu et al [25] proposes continuous relaxations which enables optimizing network
architectures with gradient decent, Cai et al [5] proposes a proxy-less method to
search on target datasets directly and Bender et al [2] introduces one-shot method
to decouple training and searching stages. Our NAS work take the use of the
weight sharing hyper-network but relieve the variance during model training.
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Early hand-craft neural networks [15, 35, 33] tend to stack repeated motifs.
Works in [34, 15, 17, 16] introduce different manual designed network topologies
and result in performance gain.

Motivated by manual designed architectures [15, 35, 33], a widely used search
space in works [45, 25, 44, 26, 13] are proposed to search for such motifs, dubbed
cells or blocks, rather than all possible architectures. This search space is called
cell-based space. Another widely used search space adopted in [5, 14, 36, 42] is
called chain-structured space. This space sequentially stacks several operation
layers where each layer serves its output as next layer’s input. NAS methods are
adopted to search for operation layers in different position of this space. Work
in [41] explores random wiring networks with less human prior and achieves
comparable performance with manual designed networks.

3 Approach

Methods for NAS usually consist of three basic components: search space, per-
formance estimation and search strategy. In this section, we first introduce our
novel Topology Augmented Search Space and a new sampling strategy for hyper-
network training in this particular space. Secondly, we provide new model per-
formance estimation approach to relieve the variance of model ranks during the
training of hyper-network. Finally the evolution algorithm for network search is
described.

3.1 Topology Augmented Search Space

Motivation To demonstrate the improvement of complex topology against a
sequential structure, we take ResNet-18 as a baseline and shows a subtle change
on the topology obtains obvious performance boost. We randomly add 4 residual
blocks to connect the feature maps of blocks in ResNet-18’s [15] chain structure
with 3 random seeds, and rescale the width to keep the same FLOPs, the results
are in Table 1. The 3 complex structures imply the great potential of topology-
based structure search.

Search Space A neural network is denoted as a directed acyclic graph (DAG)
defined by E, V , where the node vi ∈ V indicates the feature connected by edge

Architecture Res-18 Rand0 Rand1 Rand2

Accuracy (%) 70.2 71.5 72.0 69.6

Table 1. The accuracy of ResNet-18 and three networks with 4 random skip resid-
ual blocks added on the baseline. The three networks are scaled to keep the FLOPs
same with ResNet18. Obvious boosting is obtained via exploration in a more complex
topology space.
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ei ∈ E and edges represent CNN operators. The nodes v1, v2, ... are indexed by
the order of computation of their corresponding feature maps.

In our formulation, each ei is a minimum search unit, also referred as a choice
block, which contains a set of candidates computation blocks. A hyper-network
is the network which subsumes all the sub-architectures in the search space.
Following the previous works, we divide our search space into several sub DAGs
(stages), each of which downsamples the input by a factor 2.

To enable the discovery of complex topology architectures, a novel topology
augmented search space is proposed. In our search space, edges are divided into
two categories, stem edges and branch edges, detailed in Fig. 3.

Stem Edges are non-removable edges which always appear in candidate
architectures. The stem edges exist between all node pairs (vi, vj), where |i−j| =
1 . Stem edges are chain-structured, which sequentially connect all consecutive
nodes in each stages. We use the 9 kinds of linear bottlenecks (LB) [31] with
SE module [16] as the candidate choices of stem edges. Further, on stem edges
between feature maps with the same resolution, identity operation is added as an
extra candidate to enhance topological diversity and depth flexibility. Therefore,
there are 10 choices in the sequential structures.

Branch Edges are optional to contribute to topology diversity in the search
space. The branch edges exist between all node pairs (vi, vj), where |i − j| ∈
{2, 3}. The candidate choices of branch edges are the same to stem edges. Dif-
ferently, the branch edges could be abandoned flexibly.

When vi and vj has different resolution, the stride of convolution operation
in the edge is automatically adapted to align the feature maps. The number of
nodes in a single stage is required to define the search space. Based on previous
method, we set the number of nodes in each stage as 2, 2, 4, 8, 4.
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The search space we proposed ensures network topology complexity. Network
topology in this work is defined as the DAG formed by nodes and edges. For
nodes, the total number of topology is 22(n−3)+1. The search space we used in
the experiment contains 20 nodes in total, which is around 3.4×1010 topologies.
For comparison, the topologies contained in cell-based search space is around
7.2× 109.

3.2 Training the One-shot Hyper-network

One-shot method uses the hyper-network to estimate the performance of archi-
tectures. Since huge amount of architectures exists in the hyper-network concur-
rently, training the hyper-network in whole will make the parameters of differ-
ent architectures correlated with each other. To reduce the correlation, one-shot
method samples a new network architectures mk at each gradient step and up-
date the only the activated part of the shared parameters.

θT = θT−1 + α · ∇L(F(X,mk, θT−1), Y ),

mk ∼ Pt(mk).
(1)

F makes prediction of input X utilizing sampled model mk. Thus the gradient of
parameters unused by mk remains zero. The architecture sampling distribution
Pt is usually set to trivial uniform sampling [14] across the choice for each single
edge.

Suppose there are Istem choices for stem edges and Ibranch for branch edges
other than none, a simple uniform sampling strategy in our search space can be
described as:

pstem(oi) =
1

Istem
, (2)

pbranch(oi) =
1

Ibranch + 1
. (3)

However, the network sampled under this strategy in our space tends to
sample architectures with high computational cost, because each of the large
amount of branch edges has a low probability to be none. Consequently, the
architecture with low computational cost in the hyper-network will under-fit,
which would cause a bias in evaluation stage. Thus, the sampling strategy needs
further consideration. The whole training process of hyper-network can be finded
in Algo. 1. Suppose that Ctarget is our target MAdds and Cmk

is the MAdds of
architecture mk, the sampling strategy should meet:

Emk∼Pt(mk)[Cmk
] = Ctarget. (4)

To meet the constraints on expected computation, the sampling probability of
none choice in branch edges, pdrop, is defined to adjust the expected computation
cost of sampled networks:
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pbranch(oi) =

{
1−pdrop

Ibranch
, oi 6= none,

pdrop, oi = none.
(5)

Algorithm 1 Hyper-network Training

1: Inputs: Dtrain, T , B
2: G(E, V ) = InitializeHyperNetwork()
3: for t = 1 : T do
4: pstem = 1

Istem

5: pbranch =
1−pdrop
Ibranch

if oi 6= none else pdrop

6: E
′
stem = Sample(Estem, pstem)

7: E
′
branch = Sample(Ebranch, pbranch)

8: m = G(E
′
stem ∪ E

′
branch, V )

9: Dbatch = Sample(Dtrain, uniform, B)
10: TrainForOneStep(m, Dbatch)
11: end for
12: Outputs: G(E, V )

3.3 Stabilizing Performance Estimation

In search stage, evaluating an architecture through the shared parameters is es-
sential for exploring promising results. Previous work on one-shot method usually
measure the network performance with fully trained hyper-network weights di-
rectly. In this section, we first demonstrate our observation on random shuffling
of candidates architectures ranking in our search space. Then we introduce our
approach to improve the ranking stability.

Instability of One-shot NAS Since the hyper-network is trained T iterations,
the shared parameter obtained after training is denoted as θT . We define a
accuracy function Acc(mk, θ) which maps the model architecture mk and hyper-
network weights θ to the validation set accuracy. The value of Acc function can
be estimated by simply loading the weight used by mk and testing the model
performance on validation set. The score function, denoted as S(mk), of previous
approach is simply

S(mk) = Acc(mk, θT ). (6)

However, the true score function should be the actual performance of the model
mk on validation set: Acc(mk, θmk

), where θmk
denotes the weight obtained by

sampling and training mk only. One-shot approach takes a approximation to
reuse the shared parameters for different architectures. Although this is empiri-
cally useful, we observe high variance of the model ranking in two cases: rankings
at different epochs and rankings by different runs.
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Fig. 5. The ranks of 10 random architectures during the last 20 training epochs, where
drastic fluctuation can be observed. Ranks of three architectures at two time steps are
shown in the figure, and each of them has different ranks at the two steps.

We randomly sample a set of architecture and obtain their independent
weight. We rank their performance under shared parameters on validation set by
different checkpoints at the last 20 epochs training of hyper-network. As shown
in Fig. 5 , the rank of a single checkpoint fluctuates a lot during hyper-network
training process and hardly distinguishes the performance of architectures. If we
repeat the hyper-network training with different random seeds for 20 times and
obtain shared parameters θiT , i ∈ [1, 20]. We quantify the correlation between
rank of each θiT and ground truth rank by Kendall’s τ coefficient [18]. Here, we
show the ranking performance of the best and worst runs in Fig. 4.

These two observations imply the necessity of a stabilized evaluation strat-
egy. To present our strategy, formulation of the instability need to be introduced.
In this paper, we model the performance estimation randomness as an unbiased
noise. Since the shared parameters is fundamentally different from the param-
eters trained independently, we use a function φ to model the affect of weight
sharing. General consensus has been reached: empirical Acc(mk, θT ) provides
inaccurate but useful ranking, which demonstrates the desired rank preserving
effect of φ. In summary, our model to describe the quantity relationship is:

Acc(mk, θT ) = φ(Acc(mk, θmk
)) + υ, (7)

E[υ] = 0. (8)

It is obvious that the existence of the noise term υ would hurt the model
ranking. The most trivial approach to alleviate the negative effects of υ is to
train multiple hyper-networks, and eliminate the noise by taking expectation.
However, this approach requires several times more computation resources for
hyper-network training.

SG-MCMC Sampling The sampling process is described in Algo. 2. In or-
der to obtain high-quality low correlation samples of optimized shared parame-
ters efficiently, we investigate the rich literature of Markov Chain Monte Carlo
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Algorithm 2 Shared Parameter Sampling by SGLD

1: Inputs: Dtrain, TSGLD, Tepoch, B, G(E, V ), α
2: Gsample = ∅
3: for t = 1 : TSGLD do
4: pstem = 1

Istem

5: pbranch =
1−pdrop
Ibranch

if oi 6= none else pdrop

6: E
′
stem = Sample(Estem, pstem)

7: E
′
branch = Sample(Ebranch, pbranch)

8: m = G(E
′
stem ∪ E

′
branch, V )

9: Dbatch = Sample(Dtrain, uniform, B)
10: θ(m) = θ(m) + α∇L(F(m,Dbatch)) +

√
2α ε

11: if t ≡ 0 mod Tepoch then
12: Gsample.Append(G(E, V ))
13: end if
14: end for
15: Outputs: Gsample

(MCMC) sampling methods [3]. Recently, a few works demonstrate that constant
learning rate stochastic gradient decent could be modified to Stochastic Gradi-
ent Langevin Dynamics (SGLD) to realize a Stochastic Gradient MCMC method
under mild assumption[6, 39]. Here, we apply SGLD [39, 38] to approximate iid
samples of share parameters posterior. The update rule we use, is simply

∆θT = α∇(
1

B

B∑
i

L(F(xi,mt, θT ), yi)) +
√

2α ε,

mt ∼ Pt(m) and ε ∼ N (0, I).

(9)

Here B is the number of data used to compute gradients (batch size). The step
size α is set to the final learning rate of sub-net training. To ensure the indepen-
dence, we generate each sample after SGLD update iterates for a data epoch.

To generate the iid samples of shared weights, we load the weights θT of the
hyper-network after its training finishes, and set θ0T = θT as the initial sample.
Then, for each θiT , we apply SGLD to obtain the next sample of parameter
posterior θi+1

T with the rule in Eq. (9). Thus we can obtain multiple samples of
hyper-network parameters.

Average Accuracy and Parameter Once we haveK samples of {θ1T , θ2T , ..., θKT }
which approximates the parameters obtained by different run. To eliminate the
effect of random noise υ and stabilize the performance estimation, we propose
two approaches: score expectation and parameter expectation.

Expectation over scores approach is to define the score S(m) of each model
m as the expectation of validation accuracy over K sampled shared weights.

Ss(m) =
1

K

K∑
i

Acc(m, θi). (10)
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Expectation over parameters approach is to take the average of sampled
shared parameters and use average parameters to evaluate the performance of
each model.

Sp(m) = Acc(m,
1

K

K∑
i

θi). (11)

Independent fine-tuning When evaluating the single architecture perfor-
mance, loads the weights from the hyper-network and resuming training the ar-
chitecture independently should be able to get more architecture-relevant weights.
Thus we test this approach in our experiment.

3.4 Evolution Algorithm

Inspired by recent work [26, 36], we apply evolution algorithm NSGA-II as the
search agent. In this section, we first introduce some basic concept of NSGA-II.
Next we discuss how we apply NSGA-II to our search space.

NSGA-II We seek to obtain the model architecture with excellent performance
under the constraint of computational expense. NSGA-II is the most popu-
lar choice among multi-objective evolutionary method. The core component of
NSGA-II, is the Non Dominated Sorting which benefits the trade off between
conflicting objectives. Since our optimization target is to minimize MAdds and
maximize performance of architecture under different computational constraints.

Initialization To reduce manual bias and explore the search space better, we
use random initialization for all individuals of the first generation. More specif-
ically, each architecture randomly select basic operators for each block in the
search space.

Crossover and Mutation Single-point crossover on random position is adopted
in our evolution algorithm. For two certain individuals m1 = (x1, x2, ..., xn) and
m2 = (y1, y2, ..., yn), a single-point crossover strategy on position p will result in
a new individual m3 = (x1, x2, ..., xp, yp+1, yp+2, ..., yn).

We use random choice mutation to enhance generation diversity. When a
mutation happens to an individual, a selected operation block in it is changed
to another available choice randomly.

4 Experiments and Results

We verify the effectiveness of our method on a large classification benchmark,
ImageNet [30]. In this section, we firstly describe our implementation details.
Secondly, we present the performance of searching results on ImageNet as well
as comparison with state of the art methods., Finally, we demonstrate the ad-
vantage of our designs via ablation study.
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4.1 Experiments Settings

Datasets We conduct experiments on the ImageNet, a standard benchmark for
classification task. It has 1.28M training images and 50K validation images.
Train Details of Hyper-network For the training of hyper-network, we adopt
cosine learning rate scheduler with learning rate initialized as 0.1 and decaying to
2.5e-4 during 600 epochs. A L2 regularization is used and its weight is set to 1e-4.
The optimizer is mini-batch stochastic gradient decent (SGD) with batch size 512
and we set momentum as 0 to decouple the gradients of architectures sampled
in different batches. Hyper-parameter pdrop is set to 0.6. The hyper-network is
trained on 32 GTX-1080Ti GPUs. We implement the stabilized evaluation of our
method by saving 20 checkpoints at 600, 601, ..., 619 epochs described in Sec. 3.3.
The fine-tune strategy mentioned above is conducted with learning rate 2.5e-4.
Search Details The evolution agent randomly generates 45 individuals for ini-
tialization. Then it repeats the exploitation and exploration loop where it gener-
ates 45 individuals via single-point crossover and random mutation. It conducts
22 loops and evaluates 990 models. At last, we choose the top ranked 2 models
under different MAdds constraints.
Training Details of Resulted Architecture For the independent training of
resulted architectures, we use cosine learning rate scheduler with initial learning
rate 0.8. We train the model for 300 epochs with batch size 2048 and adopt
SGD optimizer with nesterov and momentum value 0.9. To prevent overfitting,
we use L2 regularization with weight 1e-4 and standard augmentations including
random crop and colorjitter.

4.2 Main Results

ST-NAS looks for models with objectives of low MAdds and high accuracy.
We adopt expectation over parameters to select two resulted models separately
under small and large MAdds constraints, namely, ST-NAS-A and ST-NAS-B.

Model Search space Params MAdds Top-1 acc Top-5 acc
(M) (M) (%) (%)

DARTS [25] Cell-based 4.7 574 73.3 91.3
Proxyless-R [5] Chain-structured - 320 74.6 92.2
Single-path NAS [32] Chain-structured 4.3 365 75.0 92.2
FairNAS-A [8] Chain-structured 4.6 388 75.3 92.4
FBNet-C [40] Chain-structured 5.5 375 74.9 -
SPOS [14] Chain-structured - 328 74.7 -
BetaNet-A [12] Chain-structured 7.2 333 75.9 92.8
ST-NAS-A(ours) Topology augmented 5.2 326 76.4 93.1

Table 2. Performance comparison between ST-NAS and efficient NAS methods on
ImageNet. Our model ST-NAS-A archieve best top 1 accuracy with the least MAdds.
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Model Search space Params MAdds Top-1 acc Top-5 acc
(M) (M) (%) (%)

*MNASNet-A1 [36] Chain-structured 3.9 312 75.2 92.5
*MNASNet-A2 [36] Chain-structured 4.8 340 75.6 92.7
*RCNet-B [42] Chain-structured 4.7 471 74.7 92.0
*NASNet-B [46] Cell-based 5.3 488 72.8 91.3
*EfficientNet-B0 [37]) Chain-structured 5.3 390 76.3 93.2
ST-NAS-A (ours) Topology augmented 5.2 326 76.4 93.1

1.4-MobileNetV2 [31] Chain-structured 6.9 585 74.7 92.5
2.0-ShuffleNetV2 [27] Chain-structured 7.4 591 74.9 -
*NASNet-C [46] Cell-based 4.9 558 72.5 91.0
*NASNet-A [46] Cell-based 5.3 564 74.0 91.6
*1.4-MNASNet-A1 [36] Chain-structured - 600 77.2 93.7
*RENASNet [7] Cell-based 5.4 580 75.7 92.6
*PNASNet [24] Cell-based 5.1 588 74.2 91.9
ST-NAS-B (ours) Topology augmented 7.8 503 77.9 93.8

Table 3. Performance comparison among ST-NAS, manual designed networks and
sample based NAS methods on ImageNet. Notably sample based methods with mark
∗ takes much more computation resources. We show that the architecture discovered
by ST-NAS perform better than both sample based NAS and manually designed ar-
chitectures while maintaining least MAdds.

Architectures and performance of them compared with state-of-the-art methods
are discussed in this subsection.

Performance on ImageNet. We compare ST-NAS method with efficient
NAS methods, including DARTS, ProxyLessNAS and FBNet, in Table 2. Our
model ST-NAS-A outperforms all of them while with the least MAdds and com-
parable parameter number.

For architectures resulted from high cost, i.e, manually designed networks
and networks obtained by sample-based methods, we compare ST-NAS with
them in two groups divided by MAdds, as shown in Table 3. At a much less
search cost, our ST-NAS outperform all the methods in both MAdds groups.

Performance on COCO. Our implementation is based on feature pyramid
network (FPN)[23]. Different models pretrained on ImageNet is utilized as fea-
ture extractor. All the models are trained for 13 epochs, known as 1× schedule.
The results are shown in Table 4. Our ST-NAS-A backbone outperforms Mo-
bileNetV2. The ST-NAS-B performs comparably with ResNet50 with much less
MAdds.

4.3 Ablation Studies

Improvement on topology We adopt our search method on chain struc-
tured space. The result on ImageNet is 77.0% with 500M MAdds. Compared
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Model MAdds (backbone) mAP
(G)

MobileNetV2 0.33 31.7
ST-NAS-A 0.33 33.2

ResNet18 1.81 32.2
ST-NAS-B 0.50 35.3
ResNet50 4.09 36.9
ST-NAS-B∗ 1.03 37.7

Table 4. Performance on COCO dataset. The channel number of ST-NAS-B is scaled
to get ST-NAS-B∗. ST-NAS-A outperforms MobileNetV2 by 1.5% COCO AP while
maintaining same MAdds. ST-NAS-B∗ achieves 0.5% higher than ResNet50 but needs
only a quarter MAdds.

with ST-NAS-B, searching for a topology obtain 0.9% improvement with similar
computation cost.

Rank Fluctuation To explain the importance of our stabilization mechanism,
we randomly sample a set of architecture and rank their performance under
shared parameters on validation set at the last 10 epochs training of hyper-
network. As shown in Fig. 5, the rank of a single checkpoint fluctuates a lot
during hyper-network training process and hardly distinguishes the performance
of architectures, implying the necessity of a stabilized evaluation strategy.

Ranking Verification We further verify this reduction by quantifying the
ranking ability of different evaluation strategies by correlation coefficient be-
tween ranks in hyper-network and the ground truth ranks. Kendall’s tau co-
efficient is adopted as the metric in our verification. We randomly sample 12
networks and train them form scratch to obtain the ground truth rank. To com-
pare with single checkpoint, we make use of checkpoints of 10 epochs at the

Estimation approach τ

Single checkpoint 0.71
Fine-tune 0.64
SGLD-param 0.84
SGLD-acc 0.81

Table 5. τ of different rank stabilization approach we proposed. The original baseline
is single checkpoint achieves 0.71 of Kendall τ which is 0.07 higher than the fine-tune
approach. The parameter expectation and accuracy expectation method is tied and
outperform the baseline with a margin.
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Fig. 6. Resulted architectures. Linear bottle-neck contains a K×K group-wise convo-
lution layer between two 1 × 1 point-wise convolution layers. Expand ratio is defined
as the ratio between group-wise convolution channels and point-wise convolution chan-
nels. We describe a linear bottle-neck with its expand ratio, i.e, the number after “E”,
and its group-wise convolution kernel size, i.e, the number after “K”.

591-th, 592-th, ..., 600-th epoch to generate 10 ranks and get 10 correlation
coefficients with the ground truth rank. The median of the 10 correlation co-
efficients is adopted to compare with other strategies. It is observed in Table
5 that SGLD consistently achieves higher correlation coefficients than fine-tune
and single checkpoint, which verifies the effectiveness of SGLD in the reduction
of parameter variance.

5 Conclusion

We proposed a topology-diverse search space and a novel search method, ST-
NAS. In ST-NAS, we improve both the sampling strategy during hyper-network
training and the architecture evaluation approach by rigorous theoretical analy-
sis. Sound experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of our designs and achieve
consistent improvements under different computation cost constraints.
Acknowledgement This work was supported by the National Key Research
and Development Project of China (No. 2018AAA0101900).
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